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Note: You may have noticed some chests behind the boss in Avalon Server. You
won't be able to access Avalon Server from EDEN just yet, but you will return to

Avalon Server and explore the deeper parts in a later chapter, so don't worry
about missing anything. The second level of the dungeon is the 2nd chamber.

This is the final battle. The final boss is Anton Dupree, and you fight him by
baiting him off the center point, and he will try to grab it. He has the same move
as our last boss, so you should be able to beat him as well. If you lose, you have
to start all over again. Again, I don't think you can say this is much of a fair fight.
Note: You may have noticed some chests behind the boss in Avalon Server. You
won't be able to access Avalon Server from EDEN just yet, but you will return to

Avalon Server and explore the deeper parts in a later chapter, so don't worry
about missing anything. Shibuya is an extremely busy place, so don't worry if

you're in the middle of a fight with one of the gangsters and you're busy with a
shopkeeper. Note the drinking fountain two squares over. Later, you'll need it.
Make sure to defend against his power move after he uses it. Once it's over, he

should be extremely vulnerable so it's time to finish the fight. Unfortunately, this
means you have to deal with his third gang member. The last one should be

weaker so it shouldn't be a problem, but you can attack Keisuke from behind if
you want if you don't want to deal with her at the moment. As for the Battle

Arena, the major difference is that you have 2 more turns to keep Ryuji away
from you. Don't bother fighting Erika - if she does anything at all, just mark all her

points and use them to defend, or if she does nothing in the first two turns, win
with the remaining points and move Ryuji to the 2 point square. If nothing else,

this is great practice for the Tribute battles later on.
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Erika has some good moves to put up a
challenge. First, if Erika gets a

digivolution via her Diaboromon armour,
it will fire off a special attack. If you see
this coming, your Digimon will be more
susceptible to Erika's attacks, so try and
stay out of range (the special attack can
still kill off Keisuke easily at this point, so
it's not a good idea to just stand in the
corner and absorb the attack, but it's
useful to protect your Digimon from a

particular attack). Although it's not
always 100% clear if Erika gets a new

special attack via a digivolution (when I
fought Erika she was never the same

attack as her starter Digimon), the end
result is the same. If Erika becomes

Armadramon, she won't have the special
attack, but she will have three follow-up
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attacks that are viable substitutes. If you
don't have follow-up attacks, you should
use Taomon to boost their attacks and
the attack's range, and Ultimate to heal
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